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IN MEMORY OF ALFRED GRAY 
Professor Alfred Gray died suddenly in Bilbao (Spain) on October 27, 1998, at the age of 59. As new:, 
of his death spread rapidly, there was deep sorrow at the University of the Basque Country. where he wit:, 
spending part of his sabbatical leave. 
He is also mourned at the University of Maryland, at the American University in Washington (USA), 
\t,here his wife Mary is Professor at the Department of Mathematics and Statistics, and at many other 
universities all over the world, where he was very well known and highly regarded. Mary Gray arrived in 
BIibao on the morning of October 28, and attended the religious service in memory of her husband held 
;II noon on October 30 at the Faculty of Science of the University of the Basque Country. Friends From 
Spanish universities and elsewhere in Europe joined her for this sad event. Many others of the Professor’!) 
friends and colleagues expressed their condolences by telephone, letter, telegram and electronic mail. 
Alfred Gray was born in Dallas (Texas) on October 22. 1939. and graduated from the University ot’ 
Kansas in 1961. working under the direction of Prof. S.N. Shah. He then moved to the University of Cali- 
t’jxrnia in Los Angeles (UCLA), where he received his doctorate in mathematics in 1964 under the direction 
01. Prof. Barrett O’Neill. In Fall 1964 he removed to the University of California in Berkeley. where he 
remained until 1968 working as an Instructor, NFS Postdoctoral Fellow and Assistant Professor. In 1968 
hc married Mary. who received her doctorate in mathematics in 1964 from University of Kansas. and 
joined the faculty at the University of Maryland at College Park as Associated Professor. In 1970. at the 
ase of 30, Dr. Gray was appointed Professor of Mathematics at the University of Maryland, a joh which 
hc held until his unexpected death. 
Until the 1990’s Prof. Gray’s research interests centred on complex function theory, differential equa- 
tlons and, above all, differential geometry. His first paper was written in collaboration with Prof. S.N. Shah, 
who initiated him into complex function theory, appeared in Bu/letin of the AMS 1963, and was concerned 
with an ErdGs conjecture. Gray and Shah published nine joint papers on complex function theory, some 
of them in Mathematische Annulen, Matherrutischr Zeitschrift, and Journal d’Anu/yse MathPmatiqur. 
His first paper on differential geometry, titled “Minimal varieties and almost Hermitian submani- 
i’~~lds” (Michigan Muth. J. 1965) contains part of his doctoral dissertation. This was the first of a long 
series of papers on the geometrical and topological properties of almost Hermitian manifolds, and c\- 
pecially of Kahlerian, nearly Kahlerian, symplectic and complex manifolds. His contributions to OLII 
hnowledge of these manifolds were so many and so significant that some of his papers are now regarded 
ai seminal and as obliged reference points for all those working on these topics. Some of these papers were 
\+ ritten in collaboration with L. de And&, M. Barros, M. Gotay, L.M. Hervella. M. de Lecin. J. Men&. 
J W. Morgan, A.M. Naveira. L. Vanhecke and some of us. 
Professor Gray also contributed to other topics of differential geometry. such as symmetric space> 
and their generalizations, GZ or Spin(7) exceptional geometries, stochastic Riemannian geometry. or 
classical topics like the Weyl’s tube formula. The results he obtained alone and in collaboration with other 
mathematicians such as E. Abbena, R.B. Brown, P. Carpenter. M. Fernlindez. P. Green, L. Karp. S.Y. Lee. 
hl. Pinsky. L. Vanhecke, T.J. Willmore and J. Wolf were published in the most prestigious journal\. 
Without abandoning research in the topics mentioned above, in the 90’s Prof. Gray made a majot 
cl‘l‘ort to recover and transmit the study of curves and surfaces in a classical sense. but making use of 
the new technologies for computation and visualization. Computers and the available software. mainl:” 
Mathrmatica, were his main tools in this work. 
Prof. Gray published more than 100 research papers and wrote three books. His first monograph has 
the title Tubes (Addison-Wesley 1990, Russian transl. 1993). He completed a second edition of thih book, 
which will appear in the near future. His book Modern DifSewntial Geometry qf Cursors und .J’u~fuws 
( I st ed. CRC Press 1993, 2nd enlarged and corrected ed. 1998) won him the Educom Distirz,quishrd 
Strfh~wre Avt,ard in 199.3. and has been translated into Spanish and German ( 1995), Japanese ( 1996) and 
Italian ( 1998). Finally. jointly with M. Mezzino and M. Pinsky. he published Introductiorz to Ortlincrn~ 
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Differential Equations with Mathematics (Springer 1997). As well as these books, he also wrote an 
appendix with the title Using Mathematics for M. Pinsky’s book Partial Deferential Equations and 
Boundary Value Problems with Applications (McGraw-Hill 199 1 ), and took part in the compilation of 
the Mathematical Dictionary to be published by CRC Press. 
In the spring of 1994 Helaman Ferguson, a sculptor and mathematician living in the State of Maryland, 
informed Prof. Gray that he had a commission from the Maryland Science Museum to make a sculpture of 
Costa’s minimal surface, and asked him for the equations defining the surface, since they were not written 
down in the literature. Prof. Gray found a nice formula in terms of the Weierstrass zeta function that could 
be used with Mathematics to plot the surface. This formula is described in the paper “Costa’s minimal 
surface via Mathematics” (Mathematics in Research and Education 1996) by A. Gray, H. Ferguson and 
S. Markvorsen. Another paper by A. Gray, H. Ferguson and S. Ferguson, titled “Costa’s minimal surface: 
sculpture by virtual image projection” is pending of publication. Ferguson used Gray’s formula to make 
the surface in marble. 
A. Gray has left a web page of extraordinary beauty and pedagogical interest at http://bianchi.umd.edu, 
where biographical and professional data on him can be found, along with many useful Mathematics 
packages for plotting curves and surfaces, demo notebooks, surface pictures, etc. 
When still very young, Prof. Gray earned a reputation as one of the best differential geometers of his 
generation, especially in the context of Riemannian and Hermitian geometries. As a result, he received 
many invitations to visit universities and take part in mathematical meetings and congresses worldwide. 
He always tried to accept as many invitations as possible: he loved to travel, to get to know new countries 
and people, and to talk quietly about mathematics. He spoke German, French, Italian, Portuguese and 
Spanish and understood Arabian and Russian. 
He was a foreing member of the Belgian Royal Academy of Sciences (Belgium, 1979) and the Gali- 
cian Royal Academy of Sciences (Galicia, Spain, 1983, ordinary member of the AMS, AWM, MAA, 
SIAM and RSME (Spanish Royal Society of Mathematics), as well as a member of the Human Rights 
Committee of the AMS, and editor of the following journals: DifSerential Geometry and its Applications 
(The Netherlands), Annals oj’Globa1 Analysis and Geometry (The Netherlands), Simon Stevin (Belgium), 
Note di Matematica Universita degli Studi di Lecce (Italy), Atti Universita di Modena (Italy) and Boletin 
Galician Royal Academy of Sciences (Galicia, Spain). 
In the nineteen seventies he devoted a great deal of effort to helping geometers from Eastern European 
countries, particularly Czechoslovakia, East Germany and Russia, to establish personal contacts with his 
colleagues in the United States. 
Special mention must be made of his frequent trips to Italy and Spain over the last twenty years. His 
influence can be clearly seen in the work of many mathematicians in these two countries. In particular his 
collaboration with Luis A. Cordero, Marisa Fernandez and other Spanish mathematicians is reflected in 
the fact that almost a quarter of his mathematical output was produced jointly with them. 
While in Bilbao, Prof. Gray was preparing a four week course on Graphics with Mathematics, due to 
start on November 4, 1998. This course was part of a new book that he was writing. We were also planning 
to prepare a new textbook on Lie groups. He died during a productive, active period of his interesting 
career: he was exploring new and different ideas, and the vestiges which he has left are a challenge to us all. 
Besides mathematics he also loved classical music, and was a great enthusiast for and expert in opera 
in particular. He was also a fine pianist: his mother was a piano teacher. 
The picture which we will retain of Don Alfredo-as we affectionately called him-is that of a good man 
who was unassuming, sensitive, and had a great sense of humour. He was enthusiastic, highly intelligent, 
hard working, respectful with his colleagues, generous with those who needed help and, above all, a good 
friend and teacher. 
Our grief at losing him is tempered by our fond memory of the many pleasant times we had the good 
fortune to share with him. 
Luis A. Cordero, Marisa Fernandez and Luis Ugarte 
